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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

 In this chapter, the summary of the thesis will be presented in Section 5.1. Then 

the directions for future study will be pointed out in Section 5.2. 

 

5.1 Summary of the Thesis 

 The core of the thesis aims to investigate and understand categorization in the 

Mandarin classifier system by means of the profiling system in the N-frame. The first 

part of the analysis lays the grammatical foundations to discriminate between 

classifiers and measure words both syntactically and semantically. Classifiers are used 

to semantically denote permanent and essential features, profiled from the noun 

referents, and they syntactically select count nouns as their complement. Measure 

words, on the other hand, are used to semantically denote a temporary state or 

accidental properties of the noun complements and they syntactically allow mass 

nouns as their complements.    

In the second part, the major semantic categories of Taiwan Mandarin classifiers 
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are rearranged on the basis of Hu (1993) and the special general classifier 個 ge is 

also examined to see how it functions within the whole system. There are six 

categories in total, including human, animacy, function, shape, abstract, and general 

classifiers. The hierarchy of these six classifier categories is made in terms of absolute 

ranking and preference ranking. The human category ranks the highest, followed by 

animacy, function, shape, abstract categories, with the general classifier ge as an 

‘invader’ to replace the classifiers of the peripheral members within the other five 

domains. The preference ranking is confirmed by Google data and a questionnaire test, 

in which three groups of Mandarin speakers with different cultural and social 

backgrounds make a selection of possible classifiers. Also, in this test, a natural 

difference between TM and MC is also shown in that Taiwan Mandarin has its own 

independent and unique status in the world as one of the Mandarin languages.  

 In the third part, the profiling system in the N-frame utilizes a cognitive 

viewpoint to examine and understand the selection of classifiers by means of four 

level features and three constraints. The four level features within the N-frame are as 

follows: the feature that is profiled, the feature that is possibly profiled, the feature 

that is de-profiled by the noun host, and the feature that is not in the frame and 

de-profiled. The three constraints are based on the notion of OT, in which the 

candidate classifiers must pass three constraints to arise, inclusive of the host 
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constraint (the feature in the frame), user constraint (the feature profiled by 

Taiwanese), and frame constraint (the feature profiled by the host). The Likert scale 

questionnaire also supports the construction of the N-frame in that the Mandarin 

speakers make their selection as predicted within the construction of the N-frame. The 

notion of the N-frame can be applied to other classifier languages, such as Southern 

Min and Japanese. The only thing that differs is that every language has its own 

profiling system and the classifier hierarchy. 

To sum up, this thesis confirms the grammatical status of Mandarin classifiers 

and arranges some of their major semantic domains so as to create a classifier 

hierarchy. Following the ranking, the N-frame with the notion of the profiling system 

is established to offer a cognitive model to apply to all known classifier languages.  

5.2 Issues for Future Study 

 This thesis tries to offer a further cognitive way to look into classifiers in 

Mandarin by investigating data in regard to the use of Taiwan Mandarin classifiers in 

nominal phrases. However, several issues remain unexplored. First of all, while the 

examination of the grammatical status of classifiers, the semantic domains of 

classifiers, and the ranking and the N-frame of classifier features have been discussed 

in detail, the investigation of the results of the questionnaire can not be thorough 

enough due to the limitation of the size of the sample collection. Second, some 
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examples are difficult to account for. For example, some compound classifiers which 

are composed of a noun classifier and a measure word, such as 三十架次 san1-shi2 

jia4-ci4 ‘30 C(frame-like)-C(once)’ (Hu 1993), are hard to analyze. 架 jia4 is a 

function classifier while 次 ci4 tends to be a measure word counting the times of 

avigation. When they are combined together and lexicalized into one term, the 

syntactic status of the resulting expression is not easy to define or place in the ranking. 

Though these combinations are not common, they are still worthy of further 

examination. Thus, due to the limitations of this thesis, issues related to the research 

remain to be explored in future studies. To sum up, since language patterns are 

productive and the amount of the data collected here may not be abundant enough, 

more data and other classifier languages need to be examined so that comprehensive 

linguistic patterns in Mandarin classifiers and the degrees of universality in classifier 

languages can then be understood more completely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


